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ABSTRACT 

Leafy spurge (Euphoria esula L.) is a perennial noxious weed that has been encroaches 

on the native grassland regions of North America resulting in biological and economic 

impacts. Leafy spurge growth is most prevalent along river banks and in pasture areas. 

Due to poor accessibility and the cost and labour associated with data collection, 

estimates of number and size of leafy spurge infestations is poor.  Remote sensing has the 

ability to cover large areas, providing an alternate means to ground surveys and will 

allow for the capability to create an accurate baseline of infestations. Airborne 

hyperspectral data were collected over the two test sites selected on the Blood Reserve in 

Southern Alberta using a combined Airborne Imaging Spectrometer for different 

Applications (AISA) Eagle and Hawk sensor systems in July, 2010. This study used 

advanced analysis tools, including spectral mixture analysis, spectral angle mapper and 

mixture-tuned matched filter techniques to evaluate the ability to detect leafy spurge 

patches. The results show that patches of leafy spurge with flowering stem density >40 

stems m
-2

 were identified with 85 % accuracy while identification of lower density stems 

were less accurate (10 - 40 %). The results are promising with respect to quantifying 

areas of significant leafy spurge infestation and targeting biological control and potential 

insect release sites. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION  

Native grasslands play a vital environmental role in water quality, soil 

conservation, wildlife habitat, and recreation (Marsett et al., 2006). The increasing 

demands on native grasslands have major impacts on climate change and the preservation 

of biodiversity with invasive species playing a large role in the ever changing global 

environment.  Land-cover change is one of the detrimental environmental impacts mostly 

caused by industry, urban expansion, or agriculture (Turner II & Meyer, 1991).  Previous 

research has shown that in some cases discrimination of an invasive versus a native plant 

species is possible using remote sensing due to their unique spectral signatures (Casady et 

al., 2005; Glenn et al., 2005; Parker Williams & Hunt, 2002 and 2004; O'Neill et al., 

2000). The ability to separate an invasive weed at a variety of plant densities from other 

plant species and to show the presence of invasive plant species on native grasslands 

would prove to be useful for land managers (Masters & Sheley, 2001).  

Remote sensing of native grassland has been used to help support the detection of 

the various forms of land-cover change and to monitor health, productivity, invasive 

species, and grazing pressure (Booth & Tueller, 2003; Tueller, 1989). Currently only 25 

to 30 per cent (%) of the original grassland area remains in Canada, (Gauthier & Wiken, 

2003). Approximately 25 million hectares of this area is in the western provinces and 10 

million hectares are in Alberta (Figure 1-1). Within Alberta, 47.5 % of the native 

grasslands are located in the dry mixed sub-region (Adams et al., 2013).  
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Figure 1-1: Ecozones of Alberta showing areas of native grassland. 

 

Displacement of native grass species reduces flora and fauna biodiversity as well 

as the carrying capacity for the multi-billion dollar cattle industry which depends on 

native grasslands for forage (Everitt et al., 1995a). A 10-% reduction in cattle stocking 

rate as a result of  the elimination, fragmentation or health degradation of the grassland 

would constitute a 12-million dollar loss (Luciuk et al., 1997).  Despite the importance of 

grasslands, they are under threat due to expansion of cultivated agriculture, oil and gas 

exploration, invasive species, and urban development which are starting to limit the 

amount of grassland that is available for forage utilization (Parker Williams & Hunt, 

2002; Smith & Buckley, 2011). 
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Leafy spurge (Euphoria esula L.) is a perennial, noxious, invasive weed that was first 

reported in North America in 1827 (Best et al., 1980). Leafy spurge is toxic to a number 

of livestock, including cattle (Best et al., 1980) as it acts as an irritant, emetic, and 

purgative that may result in livestock death.  Currently, leafy spurge is a problem weed 

on more than 2 million hectares  in 15 U. S. states and six Canadian provinces (Bell 

Randell & Lym, 2006), with the number of infestations doubling approximately every 10 

years. Leafy spurge grows in a variety of landscapes, but it is most prevalent in areas 

along river banks, on pastures, and native grasslands, many of which are difficult to 

access (Bell Randell & Lym, 2006).   

The encroachment of leafy spurge results in both biological and economic impacts 

including the potential to reduce carrying capacity of the land by 50 to 75 %. There is an 

estimated economic loss of 130 million dollars annually in North Dakota, South Dakota, 

Montana, and Wyoming (Hansen et al., 1997) and an estimated 16 million dollar 

economic impact in Manitoba (Leafy Spurge Stakeholders Group, 1999) due to the loss 

of grazing area through weed encroachment.  

The ability to effectively map invasive weeds would assist in quantifying the loss of 

forage as well as enabling targeted control measures, such as the release of insects for 

biological control, targeted herbicides, and grazing sheep. Mapping will also allow the 

capability to quantify and validate the success or failure of these control methods. 

Creating an accurate baseline of infestations will provide an estimate of the biological 

and economic impacts of these weeds.  Determining the extent of weed populations on 

native grasslands is difficult because of the great expanse and inaccessibility of these 
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areas (Everitt et al., 1995b).  Studies in native grasslands of western Canada are absent 

due to the size of the area requiring monitoring and the associated cost and labour of data 

collection.  

Remote sensing has proven to be a highly valuable tool for use in the fields of 

agriculture, geology, hydrology, oceanography, and environmental quality (Otterman et 

al., 1976; Purkis & Klemas, 2011).  The detection of reflected or emitted surface 

electromagnetic (EM) energy is useful for obtaining information about certain types of 

ecosystems (Knipling, 1970). The reflected EM radiation is usually measured in the 

visible and near-infrared (VNIR) region (400-1000 nm) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) 

region (1000-2500 nm).  

Remote sensing offers repeatable consistent data capture through the availability 

of satellite sensors and can provide more reliable information than ground-based sources 

(Defries & Townshend, 1999). With the ability of a single satellite image to cover large 

areas, applications of remote sensing would be less costly than ground mapping 

(Johannsen & Barney, 1981).  Remote sensing provides coverage of large and 

inaccessible areas at a lower cost in terms of dollars and labour requirements.  

Remote sensing of vegetation relies primarily on the detection of seasonal 

phenological signatures (Ustin & Gamon, 2010).  Flowering leafy spurge shows distinct 

yellow-green bracts in the summer months and a red colouration of the stem in the fall as 

the plant starts to senesce (Figure 1-2). Previous studies showed the success in mapping 

leafy spurge is dependent upon exploiting the flowering of this species and the 

appearance of the yellow bracts in the summer (Casady et al., 2005; Glenn et al., 2005; 
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Parker Williams & Hunt, 2002 and 2004; O'Neill et al., 2000). As these reflectance 

characteristics are unique among the vegetation in the native grasslands, it will increase 

the success of using image data (Andrew & Ustin, 2008).   

  

Figure 1-2: Photographs showing flowering leafing spurge stems (left) and 
senesced leafy spurge stems (right). 

 

The goal of this research was to develop a baseline map showing the 

presence/absence and potentially density of leafy spurge for selected test sites.  From the 

maps, vector layers were exported for use by end users of the technology, such as 

research scientists involved in biological control of leafy spurge and agricultural fieldmen 

responsible for inventory and control of leafy spurge.    

The specific objectives pursued were to investigate the ability to separate leafy spurge 

at a variety of stem densities from native grasslands species and to develop a mapped 

product showing the presence or absence of leafy spurge on native grasslands using 

remote sensing technologies. 
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The main hypothesis tested in this thesis was that the leafy spurge spectral signature 

is separable from the spectral signatures of other species present in native grasslands 

during specific phenological stages.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

The synoptic nature of remote sensing imagery coupled with advanced spectral 

capabilities afforded by hyperspectral imaging technologies and data processing 

techniques offer a powerful tool for mapping of invasive plant species.  The management 

of invasive plant species is under represented in the remote sensing literature due to 

relatively small proportion of the landscape that these plants occupy.  The increase in 

invasive plant species has threatened long-term ecosystem health and function as well as 

being potentially damaging to the livestock industry.  This chapter presents a review of 

the diversity of research areas addressed by this thesis. 

2.2 Impacts of Invasive Weeds 

A number of different invasive weeds threaten native grasslands in North 

America (DiTomaso, 2000). Table 2-1 shows the top five most widespread invasive 

weeds in North America with each of them affecting more than 1 million hectares of 

grassland. The most common weeds in Southern Alberta are leafy spurge (Euphorbia 

esula L.), spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculosa Lam.), and Canada thistle (Cirsium 

arvense (L.) Scop.; Canadian Food Inspection Agency, 2008).  
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Table 2-1: Distribution of major grassland weeds (DiTomaso, 2000). 

Species Common name 
Estimated infested area 

(Mha) 

Centaurea maculosa Lam. spotted knapweed 2.9 

Centaurea diffusa Lam. diffuse knapweed 1.3 

Centaurea solstitialis L. yellow starthistle 8.0 

Bromus tectorum L. downy brome 40.0 

Euphorbia esula L. leafy spurge 1.1 

 

Research shows that it is necessary to establish a control program of some form in 

order to reduce the extent of invasive weed species and allow for the proper utilization of 

native grass for forage (DiTomaso, 2000; Hein & Miller, 1992). Leafy spurge has proven 

particularly difficult to control on untilled land because of its ability to spread rapidly, 

displace native vegetation, and sustain itself despite repeated chemical treatments (Hodur 

et al., 2006). Common methods of control include the release of insects for biological 

control, targeted herbicides, and multi-species grazing.  

Leafy spurge propagates through not only the seed but also the root system 

making the elimination of the weed particularly challenging (Best et al., 1980).  Many of 

these methods involve reducing the stalk of the plant leaving the root unaffected and, 

therefore, viable for regrowth. Thus, a combination of control methods usually provides 

the best results ( DiTomaso, 2000; Best et al., 1980).  Studies have found that it may take 

multiple years for the control to become visually evident. The annual cost of leafy spurge 

and spotted knapweed impact in Canada is considerable as shown in Table 2-2. 
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Table 2-2: Economic impact of invasive species in native grassland in Canada 

(Colautti et al., 2006). Characterized costs are in Canadian dollars per annum. 

Name Impacted Area Characterized 

Cost 

(x $1,000) 

Leafy spurge 

Manitoba: reduced yield and recreation 

revenues, control costs 

18,870
 

Manitoba: reduced land value 30, 000* 

Alberta & Saskatchewan: reduced yield and 

recreation revenues, control costs 

18,870
 

Alberta & Saskatchewan: reduced land 

value 

30,000* 

Spotted knapweed 
British Columbia: hay production  400

 

British Columbia: grazing livestock 79
 

* Indicate one-time event 

 

2.3 Remote Sensing Concepts 

Remote sensing is defined as the collection of data by a sensor without physical 

contact with the study object (Jensen, 2005). Remote sensing systems have many 

different spatial, spectral, radiometric, and temporal resolutions. The spectral resolution 

of a sensor refers to the width of a band in an image characterized by the spectral 

response profile while the number of bands is defined by the spectral sampling (Figure 2-

1). The spatial resolution of a sensor can be explained by the ground sampling distance 

(GSD) or the dimension in metres of the ground projected instantaneous field-of-view 

(IFOV). The former is the measure of the distance between the centers of two adjacent 

samples within the data collected by a sensor.  A satellite sensor typically has a lower 

spatial resolution than an airborne sensor. 
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Figure 2-1: Comparison of multispectral versus hyperspectral spectral responses. 

The large coloured regions represent bands from Landsat TM (bands 1-5 and 7) and the 

spectra represent data found in a typical hyperspectral image. 

 

Multispectral sensor systems, such as the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM), 

Landsat Enhanced TM  (ETM+), Système Pour l'Observation de la Terre High Resolution 

Visible (SPOT HRV), Advanced Land Imager (ALI), IKONOS, and Airborne Data 

Acquisition and Registration System (ADAR), use a small number of broad spectral 

bands to cover the wavelength regions  (Mitchell & Glenn, 2009; Singh & Glenn, 2009; 

Hunt et al., 2007; Mladinich et al., 2006; Stitt et al., 2006; Casady et al., 2005; Carson et 

al., 1995). Hyperspectral imagers, such as the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging 

Spectrometer (AVIRIS) and Hyperspectral Mapper (HyMap) provide spectral data in ≥ 

50 narrow contiguous bands each with a width of approximately 2 nm – 20 nm (Mitchell 
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& Glenn, 2009; Noujdina & Ustin, 2009; Hunt et al., 2007; Parker Williams & Hunt, 

2004). Multispectral systems have been around since the mid-1960’s and are more 

commonly used as it is costly to build hyperspectral satellite systems with the capabilities 

needed to solve finer resolution land-cover problems such as detecting small patches of 

invasive weeds. Hyperspectral systems are currently mostly mounted on airborne or 

ground platforms due to the large volume of spectral data collected with the image 

information.  

2.4 Mapping of Invasive Weeds 

Determining the impact of weed populations on native grasslands is difficult 

because of the large expanse and inaccessibility of these areas (Everitt et al., 1995a). 

Previous mapping attempts using remote sensing have relied primarily on the use of 

detecting the phenological (plant life stages) signatures of plants throughout the growing 

season (Ustin & Gamon, 2010). As an example, the success of mapping leafy spurge with 

remote sensing depends upon exploiting the appearance of yellow bracts during the 

flowering season (Casady et al., 2005; Glenn et al., 2005; Parker Williams & Hunt, 2002 

and 2004; O'Neill et al., 2000). As these flowering characteristics are spectrally unique 

among the vegetation in the native grassland, they increase the ability to use remotely 

sensed data (Andrew & Ustin, 2008).   Previous studies in the detection of invasive 

weeds, involving a variety of image classification methods provided differing degrees of 

success as shown in Table 2-3. The methods included both unsupervised and supervised 

classifications. 
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Table 2-3: Previous studies showing accuracies of different classifiers and image 

types for identifying invasive species. 

Weed Type Classifier 
Image 

Data 

GSD 

(m) 

Accurac

y 

(%) 

Author 

Downy 

brome 
SMA

1 Landsat 

ETM+ 
30 61 - 77 Singh and Glenn, 2009 

Downy 

brome 
MTMF

2 
AVIRIS 3 - 3.8 70 - 81 

Noujdina and Ustin, 

2009 

Leafy spurge MTMF AVIRIS 20 75 - 97 
Parker Williams and 

Hunt, 2004 

Leafy spurge MTMF HyMap 3.2 67 - 85 
Mitchell and Glenn, 

2009 

Leafy spurge MTMF 
Landsat 

TM 
30 38 - 62 

Mitchell and Glenn, 

2009 

Leafy spurge MTMF HyMap
6
 3.2 91-100 

Mitchell and Glenn, 

2009 

Leafy spurge ISODATA
3 Landsat 

ETM+ 
15

7
 62 - 66 Mladinich et al., 2006  

Leafy spurge ISODATA ALI 10
7
 66 Stitt et al., 2006 

Leafy spurge MLC
4 

IKONOS 4 56 - 87 Casady et al., 2005  

Leafy spurge SAM
5 

AVIRIS 20 56 - 74 Hunt et al., 2007 

Leafy spurge SAM 
SPOT 4 

HRV 
20 48 - 61 Hunt et al., 2007 

Leafy spurge SAM 
Landsat 

ETM+ 
30 49 - 59 Hunt et al., 2007 

Yellow 

hawkweed 
MLC

 
ADAR 1 81 Carson et al., 1995 

Yellow 

hawkweed 
unsupervised ADAR 1 76 Carson et al., 1995 

1 
Spectral Mixture Analysis (SMA) 

2 
Mixture-Tuned Match Filter (MTMF) 

3 
Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis (ISODATA) 

4 
Maximum Likelihood (MLC) 

5 
Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM)

 

6 
Spectral resolution was resampled to simulate Landsat ETM+. 

7 
Native GSD of 30 m was resampled using the panchromatic band. 

 

file:///E:/journal_articles/The%20Use%20of%20Landsat%207%20Enhanced%20Thematic%20Mapper%20Plus%20for%20Mapping%20Leafy%20Spurge.pdf
file:///E:/journal_articles/Detection%20of%20Leafy%20Spurge%20(Euphorbia%20esula)%20Using%20Multidate%20High-Resolution.pdf
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2.4.1 Unsupervised Classification 

Unsupervised classifications, such as the Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis 

(ISODATA; Sabin, 1987), statistically clusters image data based on the spectral 

characteristics of individual pixels. Subsequently, the analyst can attribute cover types to 

the clusters.  

Medium-resolution (~30 m GSD) multispectral images, such as acquired by Landsat 

7 ETM+ (Mladinich et al., 2006) and ALI on board the Earth Observing-1 platform (Stitt 

et al., 2006), were classified using the ISODATA classifier in order to map areas of leafy 

spurge.  The results showed that there were missing areas of known spurge accumulations 

along stream banks and an over estimation of spurge in areas such as cropped fields due 

to the spatial resolution and spectral domination in a pixel by a single feature.    

Airborne ADAR image data were used to try to detect both yellow hawkweed 

(Hieracium pretense Tausch;  Carson et al., 1995; Lass & Callihan, 1997) and yellow 

starthistle (Lass et al., 1996). A principal component analysis (PCA; Singh & Harrison, 

1985) and an unsupervised classification were performed on the images in both studies. 

Carson et al. (1995) were able to detect yellow hawkweed with 76 % accuracy with some 

confusion with other grass-forb species in the area.  Lass et al. (1996) found that the 

ADAR images provided adequate information on yellow starthistle to identify patches of 

30 - 100 % ground cover for site-specific weed management. The ground coverage of the 

ADAR image data was a severe limitation in all studies as it can only cover 154 ha. 
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2.4.2 Maximum Likelihood Classification 

Supervised classification has been used extensively with imagery for the 

identification and mapping of vegetation (Foody et al., 1992).  This technique, which 

relies on the statistical properties of analyst selected training areas to train a classifier, 

differs from unsupervised approaches as the analyst is required to select representative 

areas of pixels and assign a class label prior to the classification stage.  

Carson et al. (1995) used the maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) on 1-m 

ADAR images to try to determine populations of yellow hawkweed.  Higher accuracies 

were found using the supervised classification (81 %) compared to the unsupervised 

classification (76 %). It was concluded that the major patterns of the weed in both types 

of classified images basically matched the observed image patterns that were in the study 

area. 

Casady et al. (2005) used 4-m IKONOS multispectral data to determine if the use of 

spatially high-resolution multispectral data would achieve similar results to those found 

by Parker-Williams and Hunt (2002) but at a lower cost.  In this case, MLC showed 

higher accuracies were achieved in areas of grassy land cover (87 %) as compared to 

dense shrubs and forbs (67 %). It is believed that many of the forbs in the one site were 

misclassified as leafy spurge. 

2.4.3 Spectral Angle Mapper Classification 

Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM; Kruse et al., 1993) uses the spectral similarity between 

image pixel spectra and reference spectra by calculating the angle between the vectors 
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defined by the reference spectrum and the spectrum to be classified (see Section 3.7.1). 

Smaller angles represent closer spectral matches. 

Lass et al. (2002) used 5-m Probe-1 hyperspectral image data and SAM to detect 

spotted knapweed in Idaho with a validation site in Montana. Results showed that the use 

of wider angles in the classifier (14 - 20°) enabled identification of all areas of 

infestation, but tended to lead to confusion with some of the grasses in the landscape. The 

11° angle was suitable for identifying spotted knapweed at densities of as little as 5 to 10 

plants per pixel with 99 % accuracy. Subsequent testing of the derived method on a 

Montana verification site revealed identification of 18 out of 20 test sites selected.  

Hyperspectral image analysis involving 20-m AVIRIS data and the SAM classifier 

proved effective for mapping leafy spurge areas with 93 % classification accuracy 

(O'Neill et al., 2000).  Several classic multispectral transformations such as the 

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and PCA were first used with the SAM 

approach. The resulting classified images from these methods did not match previous 

mapped patches or ground reference data; often drainage areas were misclassified as 

spurge. A Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF; Green et al., 1988)  transformation was then 

applied to the same AVIRIS dataset to find the optimal bands to use with the SAM 

classifier. The result from the classified image using the MNF bands and SAM were the 

only ones to show patches of spurge infestation with patterns similar to a 1993 vector 

map of leafy spurge in the study area. 

Hunt et al. (2007) investigated Landsat ETM+, SPOT 4 HRV, and AVIRIS 

datasets using the SAM classifier to identify leafy spurge patches. Different combinations 
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of visible and near-infrared bands and the full spectral range of the different image data 

were applied due to the distinct yellow-green colour of the leafy spurge bracts during the 

flowering season. The best results were found using the full spectral range of AVIRIS 

with 74 % accuracy. The low accuracies found with Landsat (49 %) and SPOT (48 %) 

data may be due to the coarser spectral resolution of these sensors. 

2.4.4 Mixture-Tuned Matched Filtering 

Mixture-Tuned Match Filtering (MTMF;  Harsanyi et al., 1993) is a partial 

unmixing method that finds the abundance of a single endmember by maximizing the 

response of the known endmember and minimizing the response of the unknown 

endmembers (see Section 3.7.2).   

Hyperspectral image analysis involving 20-m AVIRIS data acquired on July 6, 

1999 in combination with MTMF proved effective for mapping leafy spurge areas with 

the presence/absence map having an accuracy of 95 % (Parker Williams & Hunt, 2002, 

2004). The study areas that were misclassified tended to be in areas of woodland 

compared to grassland or the riparian cover types. The results suggest that MTMF could 

be used to establish an automated process for mapping leafy spurge. 

Glenn et al. (2005) analyzed 3.5-m HyMap image data from 2002 and 2003 using 

MTMF to determine if high-resolution hyperspectral data could be used to repeatedly 

detect leafy spurge patches of differing densities over various years. Results showed that 

a minimum of 40 % leafy spurge ground cover was needed in order to obtain repeatable 

high accuracy results. With a ground cover of ≥ 40 % the classification accuracies were 
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93 % and 94 % for the respective years, while for less than 40 % ground cover the 

accuracies were 87 % and 86 %, respectively.  

Mitchell and Glenn (2009) resampled the 121-band 3.2-m HyMap image data to 

simulate the spectral and spatial characteristics of the Landsat ETM+ and show how 

spatial and spectral resolution affect the ability to detect different leafy spurge density 

levels. The best results of the study (> 91 % accuracy) were obtained using the native 3.2-

m spatial resolution of the HyMap data and the spectral resolution resampled to the six 

spectral bands of the Landsat ETM+ using the MTMF classifier. The results suggest it 

might not be necessary to use high-spectral resolution data to map leafy spurge (Table 2-

3).  

Downy brome was mapped by Noujdina and Ustin (2009) using 3.0 - 3.8 m 

AVIRIS data acquired in July 2000 and May 2003, respectively and the MTMF classifier. 

Image dates were selected based on specific stages in the downy brome life cycle and that 

of the surrounding native grasses and forbs.  Downy brome was green in May and already 

senesced in July.  Results showed that a multi-seasonal approach, using both the images 

from May 2003 and July 2000, was more accurate (81 %) in establishing a base map of 

downy brome infestation compared to the use of a single  image collected in July 2000 

(70 %). In July, downy brome tended to be confused with the forb tumble mustard 

(Sisymbrium altissimum L.) causing poorer accuracy results from the classification. 

However, the single-date image classifications in May tended to overestimate downy 

brome cover at lower-level densities (less than 40-% cover) and underestimate the downy 

brome cover at the higher-level densities (greater than 40 % cover). 
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2.4.5 Spectral Mixture Analysis 

Spectral Mixture Analysis (SMA; Boardman, 1989) determines the abundance of a 

material by assuming that the pixel reflectance is representative of a combination of all 

pure target materials (endmembers).  

Downy brome was mapped using a combination of four Landsat ETM+ images and 

SMA (Singh & Glenn, 2009). The study site had vegetation consisting of sagebrush and 

native grasses. Image data were acquired based on the peak greenness of the downy 

brome phenological cycle. The four images ranging in date from April 7 to June 26, 2002 

were stacked to create a 24-band data cube and were then transformed using the MNF 

approach. Selected MNF bands were then used in the SMA. Endmembers were selected 

from areas within the scene using GPS coordinates collected from the known target areas. 

Two maps were created from this process: a percent ground-cover classification and a 

presence/absence map. Accuracies of 61 % and 77 %, respectively, were produced for 

these maps. Classification accuracies may have been influenced by the small number of 

validation points available. The study determined that different levels of downy brome 

cover should be tested in the future to determine the minimum plant density needed for 

detection. 
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2.5 Conclusion  

Research shows that the use of remote sensing technologies can be effective in 

detecting the presence of invasive weeds in native grassland. Due to the complex nature 

of grassland-cover types, it might be more beneficial to use a partial unmixing method 

such as MTMF or a spectral matching method such as SAM instead of SMA due to the 

limitations in obtaining pure spectral signatures for all endmembers. The limiting factors 

in weed detection have been the coarse spectral and/or spatial resolution of the sensors 

(Table 2-3). In addition, a minimum plant density detection threshold needs to be 

determined in order to effectively establish robust procedures for repeatable detection of 

invasive species. Studies have shown that the use of higher spatial resolution in 

combination with higher spectral resolution image data improves upon weed detection 

and allows for higher mapping accuracies. Accordingly, this study will help establish a 

method for mapping leafy spurge using hyperspectral remote sensing technology.  
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CHAPTER 3 METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

Remote sensing data collection and analysis have been used for the identification 

of various plant species using both multi – and hyperspectral methods.  The identification 

of invasive weed species is particularly challenging due to the spectral and spatial 

similarity of weeds and native plant species.  Using hyperspectral data and image 

classification techniques, this study developed a novel approach to the mapping of leafy 

spurge. This chapter describes the procedures used in this study to analyze and develop 

mapping techniques for detecting leafy spurge. The study area and the ground campaign 

are discussed followed by the stem density analysis, image processing steps, and 

validation of the maps retrieved.  

3.2 Study Area 

This study was undertaken at two different sites (Site 1: 49° 22' 3.83", -113° 4' 

41.23"and Site 2: 49° 21' 56.13"; -113° 1' 24.07") on the Kainai (Blood Tribe) Reserve 

situated in the Foothills Fescue region of southern Alberta (Figure 3-1). Leafy spurge 

typically invades areas from the riparian zone to the adjacent grassland as the area around 

the river provides ideal growth conditions for the plant.  The sites, which were located on 

floodplains in the St. Mary River, were surrounded by coulees.  The soils in this region 

are predominantly in the Black Chernozem soil series (Alberta Agriculture and Rural 

Development, 2005). The climate of the region is characterized as cool continental and is 

defined by short hot summer months with ample precipitation and cold dry winters 
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(Natural Regions Committee, 2006). In July the mean temperature is 16.5°C with a 

rainfall average of 64.3 mm (Environment Canada, 2012). The study area was selected 

because there is a mix of grass, shrubs and forbs with adjacent cultivated crop fields and 

large patches of leafy spurge with differing stem densities.  
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Figure 3-1: Map of Alberta showing the location of the area selected for study 
(top) with ground photographs showing differing leafy spurge densities at site 1 (left) 

and site 2 (right). 
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3.3 Image Acquisition 

 Airborne hyperspectral images were collected over the test sites using a 

combined Airborne Imaging Spectrometer for different Applications (AISA) Eagle and 

Hawk sensor systems (http://www.specim.fi; Figure 3-2).  The AISA hyperspectral 

sensor system provided 492 bands of data in the VNIR and SWIR wavelength regions 

covering a wavelength range from 400 to 2500 nm.  The spectral resolution was 2.4 nm 

in the VNIR range and 6.3 nm in the SWIR range.  The data were collected at a 2-m GSD 

along with coincident Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data and 25-cm true colour 

aerial photographs acquired from the same imaging platform. The LiDAR data were 

processed by the University of Victoria to obtain a digital surface model (DSM) as well 

as a bare Earth digital elevation model (DEM; Figure 3-3). The horizontal accuracy of the 

DSM and DEM were within 25 cm when checked relative to collected ground control-

points.  The image acquisition coincided with flowering of the leafy spurge on July 18, 

2010 (Table 3-1). 

Table 3-1: Sensor specifications. 

Sensor 
No. of 

bands 

Spectral 

resolution 

(nm) 

Spectral 

coverage 

(nm) 

Spatial 

resolution 

(m) 

AISA 492 
2.4 (VNIR) 

6.3 (SWIR) 
400 - 2500 2 

LiDAR 1 
2 – 4 points 

per m
2 1060 0.2 

 DSLR 

Nikon D3 
3 - Visible 0.25 
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Figure 3-2: Study areas in the flats of the St Mary River in southern Alberta 

showing a true-colour composite AISA image in blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 

(548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm). 

 

Figure 3-3: DEM of study site derived from LiDAR data showing relative height. 

 

3.4 Ground-Data Collection 

Extensive biophysical ground-data collection was completed within 3 days of the 

AISA image acquisition. Stem density estimates were collected in the field on July 20 

and 21, 2010 to help with the validation of the interpreted image data collection and to 
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establish a pattern with respect to the stem density of the patches. Due to weather 

conditions, ground spectra were not collected until August 4 and 5, 2010. These data 

were used to determine if there was the potential ability to separate the different elements 

of the grassland scene based on spectral characteristics. 

3.4.1 Stem Density Estimates  

At each site, 100 m x 100-m plots, three at site 1 and one at site 2, were 

established encompassing differing levels of leafy spurge infestation (Figure 3-4). Within 

the plots, a grid sampling scheme of every 5 m x 5 m at site 1 and every 10 m x 10 m at 

site 2 was established (Figure 3-5). Site 2 was primarily used for validation of the 

classification process, and it was determined that the intense 5 m x 5 m grid sampling 

method was not required. The plots were geolocated using a Garmin Oregon 550 GPS
 

(Garmin, Kansas) and a SX Blue sub-meter GPS
 
(http://sxbluegps.com/product/sxblue-

gps) with approximately 400 samples per sampling plot. Three digital photographs were 

taken at 0°, 90°, and 270° azimuth at each grid point relative to the direction of the 

transect from 2 m above the ground using the camera on the GPS unit (Figure 3-5). 

Manual stem counts were also conducted in three of the transects in each grid. At each of 

these latter grid points leafy spurge stems (both flowering and vegetative) were counted 

in a 0.25 m
2 

frame (Figure 3-6) to provide a quantitative estimate of stem density. The 

frame size was chosen as it was large enough to capture a subset of the surrounding patch 

density while still fitting inside the 2-m pixel size of the airborne imagery. 
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Figure 3-4: Spatial subsets of the AISA images (left) and ortho photographs 

(right) over Site 1. Black boxes show the location of the 100 m x 100 m sampling plots at 

each of the site. 
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Figure 3-5: Sample plots at Site 1. Red points indicate areas where photographs 

were collected. Yellow points indicate areas where manual stem counts in addition to 

photographs were collected. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Frame used to collect stem density count data. 
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3.4.2 Ground-Spectra Collection 

Ground spectra were collected at both sites 1 and 2 using an Analytical Spectral 

Device (ASD) FieldSpec 3 Portable Spectroradiometer with a spectral range from 350 nm 

to 2500 nm (ASD, 2007). The spectral resolution for the ASD is 3 nm in the VNIR and 

10 nm in the SWIR with a sampling interval of 1.4 nm within the 350 to 1000 nm range 

and 2 nm in the 1000 to 2500 nm-range. The ASD was fitted with an 8° foreoptic and all 

measurements were taken at nadir at a height of 50 cm above the canopy resulting in a ~7 

cm diameter IFOV. 

ASD spectra were collected between 10:30 and 14:00 MST with no collection 

during periods of cloud cover. The ASD measurements were calibrated and corrected to 

reflectance with the program RS
3 

(ASD, Boulder, Colorado) using a Spectralon™ panel 

at nadir every 15 minutes or after periods of cloud cover. The formula used to calculate 

the reflectance is as follows: 

           (     )  
               

              
        , (3.1)  

where θs  is the solar zenith angle, θv is the viewing angle and Refcal is the actual panel 

reflectance for a given wavelength. The spectral reflectance for a given θs and at nadir 

viewing angle is then computed over the full wavelength range at the given spectral 

resolution (Peddle et al., 2001).  

A minimum of 10 spectral sample points of each ground-cover type, which included 

grass, bare soil, and leafy spurge, were collected in situ at both test sites. A total of 10 

spectral radiance readings at each sample point were collected, and the reflectance was 
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computed using the panel and then averaged. The geographic coordinates of the sampling 

points were collected with the sub-meter SX Blue GPS, and photographs were taken 

using the camera on the Garmin Oregon GPS (Figure 3-7). 

   

Figure 3-7: Sample photograph of grass (left), leafy spurge (middle), and bare 

ground (right) taken at the sites of ground spectra collection. 

 

3.5 Stem-Density Photograph Analysis  

The digital photographs collected with the Garmin Oregon GPS unit were 

analyzed using an image classification scheme to identify yellow pixels associated with 

flowering leafy spurge. They were processed to derive an estimate of the number of 

stems in high (> 40 stems m
-2

), medium (15 - 40 stems m
-2

), and low (1 -14 stems m
-2

) 

density leafy spurge patches. Figure 3-8 shows the workflow of the full analysis for 

extracting the flowering leafy spurge stem counts from the photographs.  
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Figure 3-8: Flow chart showing the processing workflow of ground data related to 

flowering leafy spurge density estimates using the ground photographs. The root mean 

square error (RMSE) and hue, saturation, brightness (HSB) were used in this method. 

 

Two different software packages were used for this process. ImageJ, a public 

domain Java-based image processing program, was used to edit and classify the 

photographs. R, a free software package for statistical computing (Bell Laboratories) was 

used to calculate statistics and stem densities based on the outputs from ImageJ. ESRI 

ArcMap 9.3 was used to create stem density maps using the combined results from 

ImageJ and R.  

Photographs for which manual stem counts were also available (~200) were 

cropped in ImageJ to the area encompassing the 0.25 m
2
 sample frame. A hue, saturation, 

brightness (HSB) colour threshold procedure was applied to extract the pixels that were 

in the yellow-green visible range in each of the photographs using the digital number 
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(DN) values of 0 - 255 in each photograph (Figure 3-9). All possible combinations of 

hue, saturation and brightness values were tested using increments of 5 DN in hue to 

encompass the range of the yellow and green pixels and increments of 51 DN in 

saturation and brightness were selected to create 5 equal range intervals. The procedure 

was based on previous work conducted in 2009 by B. Van Hezewijk (personal 

communication, December 1, 2010). A total of 311,850 combinations were tested in R to 

determine the optimal combination of parameters for identifying flowering leafy spurge 

from the photographs.  

  

Figure 3-9: Before (right) and after (right) photographs showing the remaining 

green-yellow areas of the leafy spurge stem after the colour threshold procedure was 

applied. 

 

Using the optimal combination of parameters, the relationship between the actual 

flowering stem counts and the yellow-green pixel counts was established in R using half 

of the photographs for which coincident manual stem counts were available, while the 

other half of the photographs were used to validate the relationship (Figure 3-10). The 
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relationship chosen was based on the lowest root mean square error (RMSE) of predicted 

flowering versus actual (observed) flowering stems. The RMSE is defined as follows: 

       √
 

 
∑ (  -  

 )
 

 
     ,      (3.2) 

where n is the number of observations, Pi
^
 is the predicted value at locations i and Pi is 

the actual value.  

 

Figure 3-10: Actual flowering stem values compared to predicted flowering stem 

values for the validation data at Site 1c. Values were used to establish a relationship 

between stem counts and yellow pixels in ground photographs. 
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The relationship developed was used to extract leafy spurge flowering stem 

density estimates from all photographs for which geographic coordinates were available. 

Predicted leafy spurge flowering stem counts were averaged for the three photographs 

collected at each sampling point to provide an estimate for the 5 m
2
 area around the 

sampling point.   

Leafy spurge stem density maps were created in ESRI ArcMap 9.3 using an 

inverse distance weighting (IDW) algorithm as follows:  

 (  )  ∑   
 
    (  )  ,       (3.3) 

where Z(s0) is the value at unknown locations and is determined by the weighting value 

(Wi) and Z(si)is the value at known locations. This method was selected because it 

assumes the influence of the sample decreases with distance from the target and assigns a 

weighting accordingly (Lu & Wong, 2008). Roberts et al. (2004) used IDW to 

successfully map invasive weeds. 

3.6 Image Analysis 

Two flightlines containing the study areas were processed for use in the analysis. 

The software package ENVI/IDL was used for the image classification process (Exelis, 

2009). Figure 3-11 summarizes the analysis work flow.   
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Figure 3-11: Outline of the image analysis work flow. 

 

3.6.1 Image Preprocessing 

Preprocessing of the AISA data included radiometric, atmospheric and geometric 

corrections. The transformation from raw data to radiance was done using an ENVI/IDL 

procedure that was developed by the University of Victoria specifically for AISA. It uses 

the imagery together with dark and calibration files to perform the transformation 

(Goodenough et al., 2009).  

Due to an unsatisfactory atmospheric correction by the data providers, the step 

was conducted at the Alberta Terrestrial Imaging Center of the University of Lethbridge 

using ATCOR4, which is based on MODTRAN 5 (Richter & Schlapfer, 2002). Within 

this step, the at-sensor radiance is converted to surface reflectance. The water vapour was 
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estimated using the 940-nm absorption region and the atmospheric pre-corrected 

differential absorption (APDA) technique (Schläpfer et al., 1998).  The values within the 

oxygen absorption region at 760 nm and the water vapour absorption regions at 820 nm, 

940 nm and 1130 nm were linearly interpolated to reduce noise.  A seven-band 

smoothing window was applied to spectrally smooth and reduce random noise and 

artifacts in the image spectra. The strong water absorption bands centered at 1350 nm and 

1870 nm were removed leaving 419 bands for data for processing. 

The geometric correction was performed using a program developed by the 

Department of Geography at University of Victoria in conjunction with Terra Remote 

Sensing Inc. (Sidney, BC, Canada). The navigation files along with LiDAR data and a 

DEM/DSM derived from the LiDAR data were used in a proprietary method to carry out 

the rectification (Goodenough et al., 2008). 

The purpose of this study was to determine if varying leafy spurge stem density 

levels are detectable using hyperspectral images. All non-vegetated areas such as the St. 

Mary Dam, St. Mary River, and buildings were removed from the analysis. The 

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI; Richardson & Wiegand, 1977) and 

threshold levels were used to identify and build a mask of these features (Figure 3-12). 

The NDVI was chosen as it is a simple and standard method of identifying vegetation in 

an image. This index is computed as 

       (
       

       
) ,       (3.4) 
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where NIR  is the reflectance in the AISA band centred at wavelength 800 nm and RED  

is the reflectance at 670 nm (Haboudane et al., 2004). 

 

Figure 3-12: Orange areas indicate the derived NDVI mask to remove non-

vegetated areas from the image. 

 

3.6.2 Image Endmember Collection 

The spectral signatures of flowering leafy spurge and associated grassland 

vegetation were located in the imagery using the ground data collected with the GPS 

units and the aerial photographs. All spectra were visually examined using the ENVI 

spectral plot function to evaluate spectral separability. Spectra manually collected from 

the image data based on identified ground locations from the field campaign showed the 

separability amongst different vegetation types (Figure 3-13). Pixels in areas with the 

most dense patches of leafy spurge were selected for use as an endmember with the 

classification algorithms. 
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Figure 3-13: Sample of image (endmember) spectra showing visible separability. 

For example, water is distinct from other terrestrial targets while the vegetation types 

show a similar spectral curve in the NIR and SWIR wavelength ranges. 

 

3.6.3 Image Spectra Subset 

A variety of image band subsets were selected in addition to the full wavelength 

band set to determine if a reduced wavelength range could be used in identifying 

flowering leafy spurge similar to the process used in Hunt et al. (2007). Two reflectance 

subsets (450-794 nm and 495-668 nm) were generated based on the visual separability of 

the different image endmembers selected from the image.  
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3.6.4 Minimum Noise Fraction Transformation 

 

The MNF is a linear transformation that uses two separate principal component 

analysis rotations as a way to decorrelate and rescale noisy data (Lee et al., 1990; Green 

et al., 1988). It is a method which can be used to reduce the number of spectral bands that 

are input into a classifier. This transform was applied to the entire band set and also the 

various subsets. The bands used in the classification process were selected from each 

flightline by determining the brightness differences and the visibility of landform 

characteristics in each MNF band. Different band numbers were selected based on the 

flight line and the band subset used. Figure 3-14 shows a sample of the resulting bands 

from a MNF transform with varying degrees of usefulness as determined by visual 

examination. 
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Figure 3-14: Sample of four bands (Band 1, Band 15, Band 30, Band 60) from the 

MNF transform applied to the full spectral range of AISA data.  

 

3.7 Image Classification 

Previous research studies show that the use of remote sensing can be effective in 

detecting the presence of leafy spurge in native grassland.  A variety of classification 

algorithms as described in chapter 2, including MTMF (Mitchell & Glenn, 2009; Andrew 

& Ustin, 2008; Glenn et al., 2005; Parker Williams & Hunt, 2004), SAM (O'Neill et al., 
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2000), and SMA (Elmore et al., 2000) were tested using the reflectance data and the 

MNF transformations from the complete and the two subset image datasets to map the 

presence or absence of flowering leafy spurge.   

3.7.1 Spectral Angle Mapper 

Six different images from both flight lines were used for the SAM classifier. 

Three images using the different selected image band sets in reflectance and three band 

sets transformed into MNF were input into the SAM classification to derive the best 

results. Classification angle values were derived in radians using the following expression 

(Kruse et al., 1993): 

        (
∑     
  
   

(∑   
   

   )
   
(∑   

   
   )

   )  ,    (3.5) 

where t is the test spectrum, nb is the number of bands, and r is the reference spectrum 

(Figure 3-15). The latter was chosen based on the amount of leafy spurge that was present 

in the classification preview. A single threshold value was selected for all classes in the 

whole image with pixels being classified that had an angle value close to 0°. 
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Figure 3-15: Plot of a reference spectrum and test spectrum for a two-band image. 

The same materials with varying illumination are represented by the vectors connecting 

the origin (no illumination) and projected through the points representing the actual 

spectra. 

 

3.7.2 Mixture-Tuned Matched Filtering 

The three image band sets were transformed using the MNF and then classified 

using the MTMF method. The MTMF process resulted in a set of two images that show 

the Matched Filter (MF) score and the infeasibility number (Figure 3-16;  Boardman & 

Kruse, 2011). Areas of the image are then selected using a high MF score and a low 

infeasibility score where the closer the MF score is to 1.0 the better the match is between 

the endmember and the spectral sample. The infeasibility score is used to reduce the 

number of false positives present in the classified results. 
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Figure 3-16: Diagram illustrating the MTMF concept where X is a match due to a 

high MF score, Y is excluded due to a low MF score, and Z is excluded due to a false 

positive match. 

 

3.7.3 Multiple Endmember Spectral Mixture Analysis 

 Multiple Endmember Spectral Mixture Analysis (MESMA) was used due to the 

inability to obtain all of the endmembers present in the image scenes. MESMA allows a 

combination of different endmembers to model the linear sum of spectra on a per-pixel 

basis. It requires a model to meet minimum fit, fraction and residual constraints while 

using every combination of two, three, and four endmember models to unmix the image 

(Powell et al., 2007). Multiple image endmembers were selected for leafy spurge as well 

as grass and other vegetation present in the scene (Figure 3-13).   
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3.8 Validation 

The classification methods were validated using a log-linear analysis model  

(McCloud & Darroch, 1995) based on the comparison of the number of pixels classified 

in a specific density class and the total number of pixels found in that class (Table 3-2). 

The initial stem density data collected in the field were used for this process (Figure 3-4). 

Table 3-2: Classification inputs for log-linear analysis. 

Density 

Stem 

density 

per m
-

2
 

Classifier 
Classification 

Pixel Count 

Density 

Pixel 

Total 

Low 1-14 

SAM 

42 778 

Medium 15-40 81 269 

High >40 138 173 

Low 1-14 

MTMF 

47 778 

Medium 15-40 105 269 

High >40 154 173 

Low 1-14 

SMA 

71 778 

Medium 15-40 118 269 

High >40 143 173 

 

Follow-up field campaigns were conducted in October 2011 and July 2012 to 

collect GPS points/polygons and stem density estimates to validate the image 

classification results. Areas of pixels classified in the imagery as leafy spurge were 

located on the ground in the fall of 2012 using a GPS to determine if there was or there 

had been leafy spurge present. Areas of non-leafy spurge in the classified images were 

also investigated.  A more thorough field campaign was carried out in the summer of 

2012 when the leafy spurge was flowering as it was easier to detect the patches when 
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leafy spurge was yellow than during the fall when it was red. Six sites were selected but 

due to the limited access to the validation sites,  random transects were paced every 10 m 

through only two areas identified as leafy spurge in the classified images. Leafy spurge 

stem density, both flowering and vegetative stems were counted using the 0.25 m
2 

frame 

that was utelized in the initial field campaign.  The transects started before and ended 

after the boundary of the identified patches to encompass a variety of all different 

densities of the spurge including no leafy spurge (Figure 3-17). 
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Figure 3-17: Validations sites 1 (top) & 3 (bottom) showing additional stem 

density counts from July 2012 overlaid on a true-colour composite AISA image (blue: 

band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)).The yellow 

line indicates a polygon walked with a GPS. 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this research was to investigate the utility of hyperspectral remote 

sensing techniques to discriminate between leafy spurge and native grasslands.  Airborne 

AISA data were collected and processed to establish a method for determining the 

presence of leafy spurge in native grassland. Field data comprised of stem density counts, 

photographs and ground spectra were collected to compare the leafy spurge stem density 

that was found on the ground to the density that could be detected in the image data. The 

stem density estimates also showed where relatively pure endmembers could be collected 

in the image for use in the classification methods.  

The SAM, MTMF and MESMA algorithms were tested using all wavelengths as 

well as various band subsets composed of different spectral wavelengths. The results 

show potential for patch detection and a presence/absence map of leafy spurge locations 

over a larger area was created using these image classifiers. Validation data were also 

collected in the field, which were used in combination with the stem density estimates to 

determine the accuracy of the derived maps. 
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4.2 Data Preprocessing 

Results from the final processing of the image data are shown in Figure 4-1 for 

the two flightlines. They indicate that the reflectance in the SWIR regions around 1300-

nm, 1800-nm, and 2050-nm are too high. In addition, there were areas in the spectra after 

660 nm (in between the chlorophyll well and the near-infrared plateau)where the spectral 

curves appeared to have been interpolated and were represented as a straight line. Several 

attempts were made to correct the issue and produce a spectral curve for the image 

elements.  
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Figure 4-1: Comparison of flowering leafy spurge and other scene element spectra 

extracted from the AISA reflectance data cube showing the two flight lines (top and 

bottom) analyzed. A minimum of 5 pixels were averaged to generate the spectra. 
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The image flight lines were received already georeferenced and are accurate to 

within a pixel (Olaf Niemann, personal communication, May 17, 2013). Due to the lack 

of roads and buildings in the image scene a better accuracy estimate could not be 

achieved. 

4.3 Stem Density Photograph Analysis  

Interpolation of stem density estimates derived from the ground photographs 

corresponded to patches of different flowering leafy spurge densities identified by field 

observations using the AISA differential reflectance (Figures 4-2 and 4-3). Site 1 was 

selected for in-depth analyses because there were areas with differing spurge stem 

densities. At sites 1a and b there were a few low (1 - 14 stems m
-2

) and medium (15 - 40 

stems m
-2

) density patches interspersed with large grassy areas, while at site 1c  high 

density areas (> 40 stems m
-2

) of leafy spurge were found. The latter were used to obtain 

a pure spectral endmember of leafy spurge from the image data. A positive relationship 

(R
2
 = 0.59) was found between the actual and the predicted flowering stem counts as 

shown in Figure 4-4.  The predicted values were slightly overestimated in some areas 

based on the regression line producing an RMSE of 14.19. 
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Figure 4-2: Study areas in the flats of the St. Mary River in southern Alberta 

overlaid on a true-colour composite AISA imagery (blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 

64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)). 
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Figure 4-3: Predicted stem density estimates for all sample points extracted from 

ground photographs(left) and inverse-distance weighting interpolation of stem density 

estimates (right) at sites 1a, b and c overlaid on a true-colour composite AISA imagery 

(blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)) 
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Figure 4-4: Relationship showing the number of actual flowering leafy spurge 

stems counted in the field and the predicted number of flowering stems derived from the 

ground-based photographs. 

 

The ground photographs show promise for estimating stem density counts of leafy 

spurge in smaller patches as shown in Figure 4-3.  Areas of shadow in the photographs 

affected the relationship that was established at Site 1a. HSB-threshold values were 

similar across all of the test sites and even with the shadowy areas in Site 1a taken into 

account and adjusted for a satisfactory relationship could not be established over all test 

sites. Shadowed areas of leafy spurge stems were not bright enough to be detected as 

leafy spurge using the HSB threshold values causing the RMSE to be high (14.19) in the 
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model. The airborne ortho photographs could have been used for this purpose, but due to 

blurring in some areas, they could not be widely used in this study for this purpose. 

4.4 Ground-Spectra Analysis 

Ground spectra were analyzed to determine if the spectral signature of flowering 

leafy spurge could be separated from other vegetative components in the scene. 

Qualitatively, the spectra generally showed separation in the spectral characteristics of 

flowering leafy spurge and the other potential scene elements present at the study site 

(Figure    4-5).  Flowering leafy spurge stems showed higher reflectance in the visible 

(525 nm to 650 nm (yellow-green) and 650 nm to 700 nm ranges), the near-infrared 

(NIR) plateau (750 nm – 1300 nm) and the SWIR (1400 nm – 2500 nm) than the 

vegetative leafy spurge stems, grass, or other vegetation types. In the 1950 to 2250 nm 

region, flowering leafy spurge showed lower reflectance than the vegetative leafy spurge 

and the grass. 
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Figure 4-5: Average reflectance spectra of select ground target types. A minimum 

of 5 data points were averaged. 

 

The ground spectra were examined but not used in the classification analysis due 

to the time lag of 18 days between the image data acquisition and the ground spectra 

collection. Collecting spectra closer to the time of the airborne data acquisition and a 

more intense ground campaign would improve the utility of the ground spectra.  
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4.5 Image Spectra Subsets 

The original 492 bands (408 - 2500 nm) and two band subsets (495 - 668 nm and 

409 - 794 nm) of imagery were used with the various algorithms to determine if all of the 

image data were needed for leafy spurge detection. The image data in the NIR and SWIR 

region showed  spectra for the selected endmembers (Figure 4-6) with a magnitude in 

reflectance that is too high for vegetation towards the upper limit of the 1400-nm and 

1800-nm ranges. Despite this problem, it was decided to test the full wavelength range as 

well as the reduced datasets eliminating either the SWIR or both the SWIR and NIR. 

With respect to the spectral subsets, the AISA image spectra subset of 409 nm - 794 nm 

showed the most difference in leafy spurge reflectance and compared to other plants and 

scene elements (Figure 4-7).  It was comparative to the ground spectra collected in terms 

of the shape (Figure 4-8). The 495 - 668 nm range was selected to test the wavelengths 

that covered the spectral peak shown in the green/yellow range (Figure 4-7). Due to the 

presence of both vegetative  and flowering leafy spurge in the 2-m AISA pixel, the 

reflectance extracted from the AISA imagery in the VNIR is therefore lower compared 

with the ground (Figure 4-8).  
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Figure 4-6: Endmembers of flowering leafy spurge (top) and grass (bottom) 

selected throughout the image area for use with classification algorithms. 
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of flowering leafy spurge and other scene element spectra 

extracted from the AISA reflectance data cube. The black box shows the wavelengths 

between 500 nm and 800 nm to highlight the spectral peak shown in the green/yellow 

range. Minimum of 5 data points were averaged to account for spectral variability 

throughout the image. 
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Figure 4-8: Comparison of scene element spectra extracted from the AISA 

reflectance data cube and the ground spectra collected. Minimum of 5 data points were 

averaged. 

 

Due to higher magnitude of the image spectra in the NIR and SWIR ranges in the 

image compared to the ground data, the bands in those wavelength ranges were not 

included in some of the image analysis. Removing the NIR and SWIR bands allowed for 

better classification accuracies. Overall accuracy was 46.8 -  86.7 % with the NIR and 

SWIR and 76.8 – 85.0 % without the NIR AND SWIR. Similarly, Stitt et al. (2006) 

found that using the mid-SWIR band (1550 - 1750 nm) in multispectral images decreased 

the classification accuracies. Based on this fact and what appeared to be the issues in the 
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image data in this region (see Section 4.2), a different spectral dataset could potentially 

be used to test the bands in this particular wavelength range.  

4.6 Image Classification 

4.6.1 Spectral Angle Mapper 

The three different image classifiers and different image band sets showed 

varying classifications results. The use of the SAM classifier and the reflectance data 

from the three-band sets tended to overestimate the leafy spurge present in the scene 

compared to the known areas of leafy spurge patches identified on the ground data 

(Figures 4-9, 4-10 and 4-11).  

 

Figure 4-9: SAM classifier using the full VNIR and SWIR spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in (blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: 

band 103 (638 nm)). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge.  
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Figure 4-10: SAM classifier using the 409 nm – 794 nm spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in (blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: 

band 103 (638 nm)). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge. 

 

Figure 4-11: SAM classifier using the 495 nm – 668 nm spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in (blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: 

band 103 (638 nm)). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge. 
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O’Neill et al. (2000) found the best results using a combination of the MNF 

transform and the SAM algorithm (Figures 4 -12, 4-13, and 4-14) compared to using the 

SAM classifier on non-transformed data. The original and image subsets were 

transformed using MNF. The full spectral range and 450 nm - 668 nm showed the best 

results in comparison to known areas and validation sites. The 409 nm - 794 nm range 

tended to overestimate the leafy spurge (34 % found in the low density), and there was 

confusion with the trees/shrubs in the image. The non-transformed data tended to 

overestimate the leafy spurge for all of the spectral ranges tested. 

 

Figure 4-12: SAM classifier using the full VNIR and SWIR spectral wavelength 

range with the MNF transform overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with 

flightline 1616 (top) and flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue (band 24  (459 nm), green (band 

64  (548 nm), and red (band 103 (638 nm)). Yellow areas indicate the presence of 

flowering leafy spurge. 
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Figure 4-13: SAM classifier using the 409-nm – 794-nm spectral wavelength 

range with the MNF transform overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with 

flightline 1616 (top) and flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 

64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm). Yellow areas indicate the presence of 

flowering leafy spurge. 

 

Figure 4-14: SAM classifier using the 495-nm – 668-nm spectral wavelength 

range with the MNF transform overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with 

flightline 1616 (top) and flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 

64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm). Yellow areas indicate the presence of 

flowering leafy spurge. 
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4.6.2 Mixture-Tuned Match Filtering 

The MTMF classifier using the flowering leafy spurge endmember from Figure   

4-6 had the highest accuracy and the best visual results over the whole spectral range 

compared to the SAM and MESMA classifiers (Figures 4-15, 4-16, and 4-17). The 

overall increased performance is most likely due to the MNF preprocess step removing 

noise and decorrelating data that is needed to implement the MTMF. There was some 

underestimation of the denser areas of leafy spurge in the image. The spectral ranges of 

409 - 794 nm and 495- 668 nm showed more promise for detecting these areas. The 

difficulty in using this method is in selecting a threshold without accepting too many 

false positives (Figure 4-18). The threshold values used in this study did result in  some 

known areas of high-density beingmissed in the classifications.  

 

Figure 4-15: MTMF classifier using the full VNIR and SWIR spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue (band 24 (459 nm)), green (band 64  (548 nm)), and red 

(band 103 (638 nm)). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge. 
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Figure 4-16: MTMF classifier using the 409-nm – 794-nm spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: 

band 103 (638 nm). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge. 

 

Figure 4-17: MTMF classifier using the 495-nm – 668-nm spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: 

band 103 (638 nm). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge. 
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Figure 4-18: Sample of the MF score results (top) and scatterplot (bottom) 

showing the MTMF threshold overlaid. The red data points indicate the areas selected by 

the threshold for the MTMF classifier. 

 

4.6.3 Multiple Endmember Spectral Mixture Analysis 

For MESMA, a three-endmember model was selected for use and the 

endmembers selected were flowering leafy spurge, grass, and then a generalized class of 

other grassland vegetation. A threshold of 50 % for the fraction cover map was selected 
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in the areas containing the flowering leafy spurge. In general, MESMA overestimated the 

leafy spurge presence for the full band set and band subsets considered. Confusion 

between areas of trees/shrubs was evident in (Figures 4-19 and 4-20). This may be 

attributed to an incomplete image endmember dataset as a result of complexity of the 

grassland scene (Figures 4-21 and 4-22). 

 

Figure 4-19: MESMA classifier using the 409-nm – 794-nm spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: 

band 103 (638 nm). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge at a > 

50-% fractional cover (density). 
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Figure 4-20: MESMA classifier using the 495-nm – 668-nm spectral wavelength 

range overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image with flightline 1616 (top) and 

flightline 1610 (bottom) in blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: 

band 103 (638 nm). Yellow areas indicate the presence of flowering leafy spurge. 

 

Figure 4-21: RMSE image from the MESMA classifier using the 409-nm – 794-

nm spectral wavelength range. White pixels in the image have a higher RMSE value, 

showing higher residuals or areas where there were no endmembers used from the 

MESMA model. 
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Figure 4-22: RMSE image from the MESMA classifier using the 495-nm – 668-

nm spectral wavelength range. White pixels in the image have a higher RMSE value, 

showing higher residuals or areas where there were no endmembers used from the 

MESMA model. 

 

The results of the MTMF and MESMA approaches were similar to those of the 

SAM in terms of identifying the location of leafy spurge using the 495-nm – 668-nm 

range and the MNF transform (Figures 4-23, 4-24, and 4-25).  The difference is the fact 

that MESMA provides a relative abundance measure and MTMF and SAM only indicate 

presence or absence of leafy spurge. All the classifiers were able to detect leafy spurge 

with MESMA being superior in detecting areas of medium density leafy spurge (44.2 %) 

with some overestimation, while the MTMF approach uses an arbitrary threshold for the 

MF and infeasibility scores to avoid false positives in the resulting classification and, 

therefore, appears to miss areas of higher density when compared to the other two 

classifiers.  
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Figure 4-23: Comparison of the SAM, MTMF, and MESMA classifications using 

the spectral range of 495 nm - 668 nm and stem density estimates from ground-based 

photographs of Site 1a overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image (blue: band 24  

(459 nm), green: band 64  (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)). 
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Figure 4-24: Comparison of SAM, MTMF, and MESMA classifications using the 

spectral range of 495 nm - 668 nm and stem density estimates from ground-based 

photographs of Site 1b overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image (blue: band 24  

(459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)). 
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Figure 4-25: Comparison of SAM, MTMF, and MESMA classifications using the 

spectral range of 495 nm - 668 nm and stem density estimates from ground-based 

photographs of Site 1c overlaid on an AISA true-colour composite image (blue: band 24 

(459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)). 
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4.7 Map Validation 

The classification results were validated with the stem density measurements 

collected on July of 2010 using a log-linear analysis method as discussed in Chapter 3 

(Figure 4-26). With all three classifiers, high-density leafy spurge patches (> 40 stems m
-

2
) were detected with an accuracy of 80 % (SAM) or higher (MTMF and MESMA). 

Between    30 % - 45 % of the medium-density patches (15 – 40 stems m
-2

), were 

identified while detection of patches of low density (< 15 stems m
-2

) was less certain with 

less than 10 % of the sites being identified. 

 

Figure 4-26: Results of log-linear analysis used to determine the average 

percentage of pixels correctly identified as high, medium, or low density leafy spurge 

using the three classifiers, SAM, MTMF, and MESMA at sites 1a,1b, and 1c using the 

spectral range of  495 nm - 668 nm. 
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Further validation of the remote sensing derived leafy spurge maps was conducted 

using GPS coordinates collected in the study area in October of 2011 and the classified 

maps. The initial validation data were collected during the fall when there were no 

flowering stems present, making it difficult to distinguish all of the stems present in the 

area. Figure 4-27 shows classification examples with the GPS coordinates of leafy spurge 

locations overlaid. The percentage of pixels found in the image at the GPS sites in Figure 

4-27 that contained leafy spurge was low at 22.9 % for the SAM, 31.3 % for MTMF, and 

33.7 % for MESMA for the spectral range of 495 nm - 668 nm. Results were similar 

between all three classification approaches. The pattern of the leafy spurge points 

collected and those identified in the image were similar but offset. This offset is probably 

due to the error between the GPS used to collect the points in the field and the 

geocorrection of the image. The GPS was only accurate to between 2 m to 4 m in the 

field, which is greater than the pixel size of the imagery used.  
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Figure 4-27: Results of the SAM (top), MTMF (middle), and MESMA (bottom) 

classification approaches using the spectral range of 495 nm - 668 nm overlaid on an 

AISA imagery (blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 

nm)). Red dots indicate areas of leafy spurge observed in the field in October 2011. 
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A subsequent validation campaign was conducted in July, 2012 to confirm areas 

of flowering leafy spurge identified in the classified images (Figure 4-28).  For this 

purpose, six areas as identified of leafy spurge in the imagery were selected in the field. 

Two areas, validation sites 4 and 6, appeared on a first glance to be incorrectly identified 

as leafy spurge in the classified image. However, examination of these areas in 2012 

showed either dead leafy spurge stems or vegetative stems (Figure 4-29). The land 

owners indicated that both areas were sprayed with herbicides or grazed in previous years 

to control the leafy spurge. This suggests that  in these areas was indeed present at the 

time of image collection in 2010 and were correctly identified with the classification 

procedure.  

 

Figure 4-28: AISA imagery showing sites selected for validation in July, 2012. 

Blue boxes indicate sites where polygon and/or stem densities were acquired in the field. 

Red boxes indicate unknown areas of potential false positives selected for ground 

validation. 
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Figure 4-29: Field photographs showing the presence of dead leafy spurge stems 

as indicated by the red box located at the validation site 4 (left) and the presence of 

vegetative leafy spurge stems at the validation site 6 (right) as indicated by the red box. 

 

At the validation sites 1, 2, 3, and 5 where leafy spurge was detected in the 

classified images, the weed was found to be present (Figures 4-30, 4-31, 4-32, and 4-33). 

Additional stem density counts following the same procedure as the initial field campaign 

in July of 2010 were made at two of the sites in the summer of 2012 (Table 4-1). 

Percentages were calculated based on the number of points collected that had leafy 

spurge present. The points were mostly in the medium stem density range. For these 

reasons, the low density patches found are most likely due to two years of vegetation 

growth between the image acquisition date and the field data collection date. 
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Table 4-1: July 2012 validation results. 

Validation 

Site 
Classifier 

Wavelength 

(nm) 
Validation  

Pixel Count (%) 

1 

SAM 

409 - 2500 
11/16 68.75 

3 10/16 62.5 

1 
409 - 794 

9/16 56.25 

3 8/16 50 

1 
495 - 668 

6/16 37.5 

3 5/16 31.25 

1 

SAM 

MNF 

409 - 2500 
7/16 43.75 

3 6/16 37.5 

1 
409 - 794 

8/16 50 

3 10/16 62.5 

1 
495 - 668 

9/16 56.25 

3 4/16 25 

1 

MTMF 

409 - 2500 
4/16 25 

3 3/16 18.75 

1 
409 - 794 

8/16 50 

3 6/16 37.5 

1 
495 - 668 

9/16 56.25 

3 5/16 31.25 

1 

MESMA 

409 - 794 
7/16 43.75 

3 6/16 37.5 

1 
495 - 668 

9/16 56.25 

3 5/16 31.25 
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Figure 4-30: Results of the SAM classification approach using the spectral range 

of 495 nm - 668 nm at validation sites 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom) with reference 

stem density counts overlaid on an AISA image (blue: band 24 (459 nm), green: band 64 

(548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)). The yellow polygons show the areas ground 

surveyed in July of 2012. 
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Figure 4-31: Results of the MTMF classification approach using the spectral 

range of 495 nm - 668 nm at validation sites 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom) with 

reference stem density counts overlaid on an AISA image (blue: band 24 (459 nm), 

green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)). The yellow polygons show the 

areas ground surveyed in July of 2012. 
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Figure 4-32: Results of the MESMA classification approach using the spectral 

range of 495 nm - 668 nm at validation sites 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom) with 

reference stem density counts overlaid on an AISA image (blue: band 24 (459 nm), 

green: band 64 (548 nm), and red: band 103 (638 nm)). The yellow polygons show the 

areas ground surveyed in July of 2012. 
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Figure 4-33: Field photograph showing the presence of yellow flowering leafy 

spurge stems at validation site 5 as indicated by the red box. (Note: This site was not 

accessible for collection of stem density or GPS polygons.) 

 

Results show the ability to competently establish a baseline map of high density 

leafy spurge infestations. The level of map detail is based on the end user’s needs and it 

would be useful for the end user to be involved in developing the process of detecting 

leafy spurge in order to select best-fit parameters for detection needs. The density levels 

detected in this study were found to be suitable for biological control purposes as denser 

patches are needed to sustain the flea beetle populations. Glenn et al. (2005) also found 

that a minimum of 40 % leafy spurge land cover was needed for reliable repeatable 

detection of leafy spurge. 
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Due to the high costs of acquiring airborne hyperspectral data and the coarse 

resolution (~30 m) of hyperspectral satellite sensors, current and future work is being 

investigated to determine whether it is the spatial or spectral resolution of the images that 

is the most important factor in detecting leafy spurge. Table 4-2 contains a summary of 

the accuracies for all the classifiers using all the spectral subset ranges. The best results 

were found using the image spectral subset between 495 nm and 668 nm followed by the 

409-nm – 794-nm and 408-nm – 2500-nm ranges. The former was able to identify 

patches with an average about 10 % accuracy in the low-stem density range, 37 % 

accuracy in the medium-stem density range and about 83 % in the high-density patches 

between all the classifiers used. All three algorithms produced similar results with respect 

to detecting known patches of leafy spurge. There was more confusion with green 

vegetation and trees/shrubs present in the finished maps that included the SWIR 

wavelengths.  
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 Table 4-2: Stem density validation results using sites 1a, 1b, and 1c. 

Classifier 
Wavelength 

(nm) 

Stem Densities Correctly Identified (%) 

Low Medium High 

SAM 

409 - 2500 13.6 45.4 86.7 

409 - 794 0.1 23.44 71.7 

495 - 668 2.2 28.3 84.4 

SAM 

MNF 

409 - 2500 8.1 31.6 68.8 

409 - 794 34.1 53.5 81.5 

495 - 668 3.2 29.0 78.6 

MTMF  

409 - 2500 1.8 12.3 46.8 

409 - 794 5.7 39.4 85.0 

495 - 668 6.0 40.9 85.0 

MESMA 
409 - 794 1.8 27.5 79.8 

495 - 668 8.9 44.2 79.2 

  

The size of the leafy spurge patches shown at the four test sites indicate that a 

finer GSD of approximately 2 m would be ideal for locating current infestations, while 

the spectral detail of hyperspectral images allows for the ability to distinguish distinct 

spectral areas in the leafy spurge signature. Use of the inflection points seen in the leafy 

spurge spectral signature could help to determine, which wavelength ranges (bands) may 

be most suitable for detecting spurge in images. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 

The objectives of this thesis were to determine if leafy spurge of differing stem 

densities could be separated from other native grassland species using differential 

reflectance derived from AISA airborne hyperspectral data. The airborne imagery in this 

study shows promise for detecting the presence/absence of leafy spurge.  

Analysis of ground photographs collected during field campaigns show potential 

for estimating leafy spurge stem density and reducing the time required for in-situ 

fieldwork. The relationship between the flowering leafy spurge stems and the yellow-

green pixels on the ground-based photographs should be further tested to see if the 

relationship holds for additional sites in other test areas or if it was specific to the date, 

time, and place that the photographs were collected. In the future, it is recommended that 

the solar elevation angle and the viewing angle of the photographs be taken into 

consideration to avoid the presence of unwanted shadows in the resulting photographs. 

Future work in this area could include the use of high-resolution ortho photographs to 

help establish flowering leafy spurge patch size and density.   

Plots of 6 m x 6 m could be established with many spectra being collected within 

this area and averaged over the entire plot. Theoretically, a 3-pixel by 3-pixel area is 

required to ensure that at least one 2-m AISA pixel falls within this designated are on the 

ground. Because of how leafy spurge grows, we tested differently and an image pixel 

might not fall on patch fully due to errors with the GPS. More samples of the different 
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scene elements could also be acquired throughout the entire scene with an emphasis on 

trying to collect pure samples.  

The algorithms, SAM, MTMF and SMA, showed that hyperspectral remote 

sensing could be used to map leafy spurge patches with stem densities greater than        

40 m
-2

. The combination of the SAM classifier and the MNF transform over the  495 nm 

– 668 nm range performed the best overall in the field and in the validation without over 

or under estimating the presence of leafy spurge and provided an overall accuracy of 78.6 

%. It was also found that a GSD of 2 m was adequate for detecting the presence this kind 

of of leafy spurge density patches. However as demonstrated, a minimum density 

threshold level needs to be established for a successful mapping of leafy spurge. 

Independent validation data should be collected at the time of the remotely sensed 

data acquisition due to the nature of plant variation with climate and weather changes. 

Two years elapsed between the field campaigns for the initial data collection and the 

validation data collection. The amount of leafy spurge that was present in the areas 

changed, making it hard to determine the accuracy of the algorithms investigated with 

respect to map leafy spurge densities. 

Another option instead of using the flowering stage is to collect image data in the 

fall because the stems appear red in colour, which will make them visible in imagery 

compared to the surrounding dead vegetation.  This would allow the ability to track the 

start of infestations as the yellow flowering stems appear as patches that have already 

been well established in that area.  
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Airborne hyperspectral imagery has the advantage of having the ability to obtain a 

higher spatial resolution over satellite imagery. Current available hyperspectral satellite 

technology with a GSD of 30 m or higher, would not have worked for the selected study 

area due to the relative small patches of the infestation. Airborne imagery also has the 

advantage that data may be collected during important phenological stages of the leafy 

spurge, while a satellite system is limited by the temporal resolution and may not be able 

to collect usable data due to cloud cover. However, satellite data tend to be cheaper and 

more suited to an operational system.  

This study addressed the thesis hypothesis, which was to test the ability to 

separate leafy spurge using its spectral signature from other grassland elements during the 

flowering phenological stage. It has shown that remote sensing holds promise for 

identifying and quantifying areas of significantly high density leafy spurge infestations 

that require management intervention with tactics such as biological control. 
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